Hydrogen storage in polymer-based processable microporous composites†
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We report on a series of composites based on a polymer of intrinsic microporosity matrix (PIM-1) containing a high surface area porous aromatic framework filler (PAF-1). The hydrogen uptake and mechanical properties of the composites are presented along with an assessment of their potential for integration into high-pressure hydrogen storage tanks, either to increase storage capacity or to reduce operating pressure for the same uptake. The composites are more stable and processable than systems such as finely divided physisorbent materials, and they can be made into self-standing films. In addition to retaining the processability of PIM-1, they also possess enhanced surface areas and pore volumes approximately proportional to the amount of incorporated PAF-1. Hydrogen uptake measurements combined with theoretical modelling show that the composites can store up to 6.7 wt% H₂ at 77.4 K. Tensile testing and dynamic mechanical thermal analyses indicate decreasing stress and strain to failure with increasing proportion of PAF-1, although the processability and elasticity of the compounds are maintained until the weight percentage of filler reaches 30%. These lightweight composites show promise as effective hydrogen storage materials, especially for applications where pressures up to 7.5 MPa are required. We also provide guidelines for the design of polymer-based porous composites for gas storage or separation.

Introduction

Hydrogen is an attractive, potentially carbon-free energy carrier that is widely expected to play a significant role in a post-fossil fuel global economy. It has an exceptional gravimetric energy density (with a higher heating value of 142 MJ kg⁻¹) and is abundantly available from water and biomass, but its low volumetric energy density at ambient conditions makes it largely impractical for many real applications. A potential solution to this problem is to design low-cost, lightweight materials that are able to reversibly store significant amounts of hydrogen at close to ambient conditions. In this context, the US Department of Energy (DoE) recently set a 2025 hydrogen storage target of 55 g H₂ per kg (5.5 wt%) for onboard hydrogen storage systems in light-duty fuel cell vehicles. This value applies to an entire storage system, meaning that the performance of the storage material itself has to be considerably higher in order to compensate for the mass of the tank and valves, regulators, piping and other balance-of-plant equipment.

Solid-state hydrogen storage has the potential to significantly improve upon conventional forms of technologies such as liquefaction or compression. Adsorbents with large surface areas and high hydrogen uptakes incorporated into storage tanks can, in principle, improve the volumetric density of stored hydrogen, or decrease the operating pressure for a given amount of H₂ stored. As a result, numerous materials have been developed in recent years that are able to store significant amounts of hydrogen via physisorption. Since the capacity of a material for H₂ physisorption increases with its surface area, investigations of highly porous materials have been reported with particular emphasis on zeolites, activated carbons, metal–organic frameworks (MOFs), covalent organic frameworks (COFs), porous aromatic frameworks (PAFs), and microporous polymers. Several studies have demonstrated that while a large pore volume is necessary, the size of the pores needs to be tuned in order to maximize the hydrogen uptake. In this context, nanosized pores provide the most stabilizing environment as H₂ molecules can interact with opposite pore walls. As a result, increasing the pore volume without controlling the pore size may lead to a decrease of the H₂
adsorption capacity. When pores are significantly larger than the kinetic diameter of H₂ (0.289 nm), there can be unused void volume at the center of the pores, which reduces the volumetric uptake. Consequently, microporous materials (i.e., with pores smaller than 2 nm) with high surface areas and low densities are ideally suited for hydrogen storage applications.

Despite promising successes, one of the main drawbacks of many of the above-mentioned materials is that they exist in powder or particulate forms, which limits their processability and mechanical properties. In this work, we are particularly interested in materials that can be incorporated as coatings or liners inside storage tanks to improve performance. In this context, composites combining solution-based processability, appropriate mechanical properties such as strength and flexibility, and high hydrogen adsorption capacity are highly desirable. Here we report a detailed study of composite membranes based on a polymer of intrinsic microporosity (PIM-1) as a supporting matrix that is “doped” with higher-surface area adsorbents. Owing to the microporosity created by its rigid, contorted molecular structure, PIM-1 has long been identified as a potential material for hydrogen storage, but practical applications have been restricted by its relatively limited surface area and insufficient hydrogen uptake. In addition to its microporosity, an advantage of PIM-1 is that it can be easily processed into robust self-standing films. The attractive mechanical properties of the polymer and its potential use as a tank liner have been recently reported by our group. Mixed-matrix membranes based on PIM-1 combined with additives such as zeolithic imidazolate frameworks (ZIFs), molecular cages, hypercrosslinked nanoparticles or frameworks have been shown to possess enhanced gas separation and delayed aging properties. However, the use of polymer-based composite materials for hydrogen storage is limited and usually involves covalent bonding of hydrogen (e.g., metal hydrides or ammonia borane) rather than physisorption. Furthermore, while some techniques of predicting the mechanical properties of composites based on those of the individual components and on the architecture of composites are known, methods for estimating the porosity and hydrogen storage properties of composites are currently not available.

In this work, we have created PIM-1 based composites with large accessible surface areas and maintained microporosity in order to efficiently adsorb hydrogen molecules. This was achieved by adding various amounts (0–37.5 wt%) of high-surface area porous aromatic framework PAF-1 to a PIM-1 matrix (Fig. 1). While such composite materials have been found to possess improved gas separation properties and physical stability compared to PIM-1 alone, to the best of our knowledge, no studies on their hydrogen uptake or mechanical properties have been reported. By combining a very high-surface area additive, such as PAF-1, with PIM-1 we have been able to form composite materials possessing enhanced hydrogen storage capacity associated with the advantageous mechanical properties and processability of the polymer. High-pressure hydrogen uptake measurements were performed to confirm the potential of this approach to generate composite materials which are potentially able to meet the DoE gravimetric target under useful pressure conditions. We also carried out a detailed mechanical characterization of these new materials (uniaxial tensile testing and dynamic mechanical thermal analysis) in order to fully evaluate their potential for realistic applications. Besides hydrogen storage, the mechanical characteristics of membranes are crucial parameters for potential uses in gas separation technologies.

Experimental

General

Chemicals were obtained from Sigma-Aldrich, Fluorochem, VWR or Strem Chemicals, and used without further purification unless indicated. Air- or moisture-sensitive chemicals and reactions were handled under an atmosphere of dry dinitrogen using standard Schlenk techniques and with oven-dried glassware. 1H NMR analyses were performed at room temperature with an Agilent ProPulse 500 MHz spectrometer using residual solvent as an internal reference. Infrared spectra were collected on a Perkin-Elmer Frontier FTIR instrument equipped with a diamond attenuated total reflectance (ATR) head. Gel permeation chromatography (GPC) was performed in tetrahydrofuran (THF) at 1 mL min⁻¹ and 35 °C with an Agilent Technologies 1260 Infinity instrument calibrated against polystyrene standards and equipped with refractive index, light scattering and viscosity detectors. Molecular weight distributions were calculated using the triple-detection mode of the Agilent GPC/SEC software (version A.02.01). Thermogravimetric analyses (TGAs) were performed using a Setaram Setsys Evolution 16 TGA instrument using air as carrier gas. The results were corrected for buoyancy by subtracting blank traces acquired under the same conditions.

Syntheses

PIM-1. PIM-1 was prepared following a published procedure. In a typical synthesis, 3,3,3′,3′-tetramethyl-1,1′-spiroindane-5,5′,6,6′-tetral (5.11 g, 14.6 mmol), tetrafluoroterephthalonitrile (3.0 g, 14.7 mmol, previously purified by recrystallization from hot acetone) and anhydrous K₂CO₃ (16.59 g, 120 mmol) were stirred under an atmosphere of dry dinitrogen at
65 °C for 3 days in dry DMF (100 mL). On cooling, the suspension was poured into 300 mL of water, the yellow powder was separated by filtration and washed with copious amounts of water followed by acetone. After drying under vacuum, the solid was dissolved in 100 mL chloroform and reprecipitated into methanol (900 mL). The reprecipitation procedure was repeated three times, and PIM-100 mL chloroform and reprecipitated into methanol (900 mL). The reprecipitation procedure was repeated three times, and PIM-

80 /C14 by was added slowly (10 mL), and a dark grey solid was separated without noticeably affecting the obtained polymer's properties.

PAF-1. PAF-1 was prepared following the published procedure.22 Bis(1,5-cyclooctadiene)nickel(0) (2.3 g, 8.2 mmol) and 2,2'-bipyridine (1.29 g, 8.2 mmol) were dissolved in anhydrous DMF (120 mL) under an atmosphere of dry dinitrogen, followed by addition of anhydrous cyclooctadiene (1.03 mL, 8.3 mmol), and the mixture was heated to 80 °C for 1 h. Tetrakis(4-bromophenyl)methane (1 g, 1.57 mmol) was added to the deep purple solution, and the mixture was stirred at 80 °C for 18 hours. After cooling to room temperature, concentrated HCl was added slowly (10 mL), and a dark grey solid was separated by filtration, then suspended and stirred in CHCl3 (30 mL, 5×), water (30 mL, 5×), and diethyl ether (30 mL, 5×). After drying under vacuum at 60 °C, PAF-1 was obtained as a white, fluffy solid (520 mg). FT-IR: v (cm⁻¹) 3028, 1490, 1004, 807, 749, 704. The synthesis could be scaled up to five times without noticeably affecting the properties of obtained PAF-1.

Preparation of composite films
A solution of PIM-1 and a suspension of PAF-1 were prepared separately in chloroform (typically 40 mg of material per mL) and stirred overnight. After mixing the solutions with each other to achieve the desired PIM-1/PAF-1 gravimetric proportions, the suspension was vigorously stirred overnight and cast into a glass Petri dish, covered and left to slowly evaporate over the course of 1–2 days. The formed membrane was then recovered and dried under vacuum at 80 °C.

Surface characterization
Samples were degassed under high vacuum for at least 12 h at 150 °C prior to any N₂, H₂ or CO₂ adsorption experiment, and the analysis temperatures of 77.4 K or 273 K were achieved using liquid nitrogen or ice baths, respectively.

Volumetric nitrogen adsorption. Volumetric nitrogen adsorption experiments were performed using a Belsorp II Mini surface analyser from MicroTrac/BELJapan or a 3Flex instrument from Micromeritics. Using N₂ isotherms at 77.4 K, BET surface areas were calculated in pressure ranges determined based on the consistency criteria recommended by Rouquerol et al.24 total pore volumes were calculated from the nitrogen uptake at p/p₀ ≈ 0.97, and pore size distributions were estimated using NLDFT (non-local density functional theory) provided with the MicroActive data analysis software (slit pore model for N₂ at 77.4 K).

Low-pressure hydrogen adsorption experiments.
Low-pressure hydrogen adsorption experiments (up to 0.12 MPa) were performed using a 3Flex instrument from Micromeritics, and high-pressure hydrogen uptake experiments (up to 10.6 MPa) were carried out using a Sieverts-type volumetric gas dosing analyzer (HTP-1) from Hiden Isochema. High-purity, 99.99996% hydrogen was used (BIP PLUS grade from Air Products). The temperature was maintained at 77.4 ± 0.1 K throughout all measurements, the pressure was monitored with an accuracy of ± 0.02%, and each change in hydrogen pressure was followed by an equilibration time of at least 20 min. All H₂ isotherms were measured in triplicate on ~150 mg samples and were reproducible within 3% of measured amounts adsorbed. High-pressure hydrogen uptake isotherms were fitted to eqn (1) below, using Origin Pro software (OriginLab) which uses a Levemberg-Marquardt method of non-linear fitting. The uncertainty values of the fitting parameters are estimated from the standard error, and represent how well the sample mean approximates the population mean.

CO₂ adsorption experiments. CO₂ adsorption experiments at pressures up to 2 MPa and at 273 K were performed on an Intelligent Gravimetric Analyzer (IGA-2) from Hiden Analytical, and pore size distributions were estimated from the CO₂ isotherms using the slit pore model for CO₂ available in the MicroActive data analysis software (Micromeritics).

Helium pycnometry. Helium pycnometry was performed at room temperature using Grade A helium from BOC and an AccuPyc 1330 instrument from Micromeritics.

Scanning electron microscopy (SEM). Scanning electron microscopy (SEM) was performed with a Jeol 6480LV instrument (SEI mode) on gold-coated samples (Edwards Sputter Coater S105B). Imaging was conducted at a working distance of 10 mm and an accelerating voltage of 10 kV.

Mechanical properties
The mechanical properties of composites were investigated with static uniaxial tensile tests and dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) in tension.

Sample preparation. Sample preparation was performed according to BS EN ISO 527-3:1996 standard (1/2 of Specimen type 2). Preliminary tests were run to confirm that the decreased dimensions of specimens do not influence the results. DMTA specimens were cut in rectangular samples (5 × 20 mm). The thickness of samples was measured using a Mitutoyo 227-211 Absolute Digimatic Micrometer with measuring force adjustment and accuracy of ±0.001 mm.

Static uniaxial tensile tests. Static uniaxial tensile tests were carried out on an Instron 3369 tensile testing machine with a 50 N static load cell. Uniaxial tensile tests were performed with quasi-static speed of 2 mm min⁻¹ at room temperature and humidity. Samples with visible imperfections were excluded from the test, and tests where slipping occurred were not taken into consideration.

DMTA. DMTA was performed using a Mettler Toledo DMA1 Star System with liquid nitrogen cooling. All tests were performed in tension with clamps distance 5 mm, applied force 1 N.
and frequency of loading 1 Hz. Samples were cooled to $-150$ °C and heated at a rate of $5$ °C min$^{-1}$ until mechanical failure.

**Modelling of high-pressure hydrogen uptake isotherms**

The experimental results (excess uptake in wt%) were fitted to eqn (1), using the Tóth equation (eqn (2)) to represent the filling fraction $\theta_A$,

$$m_e = 100 \left(\frac{\rho_A - \frac{1}{Z} \frac{PM}{RT}}{\theta_A V_p}\right) \quad \text{(1)}$$

$$\theta_A = \frac{bP}{(1 + (bP)^r)^t} \quad \text{(2)}$$

where $\rho_A$ (density of adsorbate in g cm$^{-3}$), $b$ (affinity constant, MPa$^{-1}$), $c$ (heterogeneity parameter, dimensionless), and $V_p$ (pore volume, in cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$) can be obtained from the nonlinear fitting procedure, and $P$ is the pressure (in MPa), $R$ = 8.314 J K$^{-1}$ mol$^{-1}$ is the molar gas constant, $T$ is the temperature in K and $M$ = 2.01588 g mol$^{-1}$ is the molar mass of H$_2$. The compressibility factor $Z$ that accounts for the non-ideality of gases (when $P \to 0$, $Z \to 1$) was fitted for 77.4 K to a rational function with four parameters:

$$Z = \frac{PM}{\rho(H_2,77.4\text{ K}, P)RT} = 1 + eP + fP^2 \quad \frac{1}{1 + gP + hP^2} \quad \text{(3)}$$

Using the densities of hydrogen at various pressures and 77.4 K available from the NIST,$^{37}$ the following values were determined for the four parameters ($P$ in MPa): $e = -0.04548$ MPa$^{-1}$; $f = 0.00455$ MPa$^{-2}$, $g = 0.02805$ MPa$^{-1}$, $h = 0.00275$ MPa$^{-2}$.

In our case, with $V_p$ values available experimentally (total pore volumes), the fitting procedure gave access to $\rho_A$, $b$ and $c$, which are summarized in Table S2.$^\dagger$ Once the excess uptake $m_e$ has been fitted, the total uptake $m_{\text{total}}$ can be calculated as follows ($m_{\text{total}}$ and $m_e$ in wt%):

$$m_{\text{total}} = m_e + \rho_{\text{bulk}} V_p \times 100 \quad \text{(4)}$$

where the following relation is used to determine the density of bulk H$_2$ in the pores at 77.4 K and as a function of the pressure:

$$\rho_{\text{bulk}} = \frac{PM}{ZRT} \quad \text{(5)}$$

**Results and discussion**

PIM-1$^{23}$ and PAF-1$^{24}$ were prepared according to published procedures, and N$_2$ adsorption isotherms at 77.4 K were used to characterise their respective surface properties (Fig. S1†). The BET surface areas determined for PIM-1 (828 or 681 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ in powder and film morphologies, respectively) are in good agreement with prior literature values.$^{23}$ We determined a BET surface area of 3787 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$ for PAF-1, which is lower than the value reported by Ben et al.$^{25}$ despite using consistently similar synthetic and characterisation methods. The pores of PIM-1 have distributions centered at 0.5 and 1.3 nm, and PAF-1 has a narrow pore size distribution centered at 1.4 nm with a shoulder peak around 1.7 nm, as determined by NLDFT analysis of N$_2$ isotherms. It is also noticeable that 50–60% of the pore volumes or surface areas of PIM-1 and PAF-1 correspond to micropores (Fig. S2†).

We created PIM-1 based self-standing composite membranes containing increasing quantities of PAF-1 filler. The prepared materials are listed in Table 1, where the sample number reflects the weight fraction of PAF-1 in the composite (C); e.g. C-15 contains 15 wt% PAF-1. Robust self-standing films containing up to 37.5 wt% PAF-1 were prepared. However, upon addition of more than 20 wt% PAF-1, batch-to-batch reproducibility decreases and the films tend to crack upon drying. N$_2$ adsorption and thermal stability experiments were performed on composites containing 0–37.5 wt% PAF-1, and detailed surface analysis (pore size distribution, CO$_2$ adsorption, pycnometry) on a subset of samples comprising compounds C-0 (PIM-1), C-22.5, C-37.5 and PAF-1, which were also studied in high-pressure hydrogen uptake experiments.$^\dagger$ Mechanical tests were limited to the 0–30 wt% range as it was not possible to prepare robust and homogeneous films of sufficient quality and dimensions with a higher proportion of PAF-1.

The surface area and total pore volume of the composite films (estimated based on N$_2$ adsorption isotherms measured at 77.4 K, Fig. S3 and S4†) were found to increase proportionally to the concentration of PAF-1, with values slightly lower than predicted using the rule of mixtures, where the property of a composite (exemplified in eqn (6) by its surface area) is a weighted mean of the properties of its individual constituents, and where $w_{\text{PIM-1}}$ and $w_{\text{PAF-1}}$ are the weight fractions of PIM-1 and PAF-1, respectively, such that $w_{\text{PIM-1}} + w_{\text{PAF-1}} = 1$ (see ESI† for derivation).

$$\text{Surface area(composite)} = w_{\text{PIM-1}} \times \text{surface area(PIM-1)} + w_{\text{PAF-1}} \times \text{surface area(PAF-1)} \quad \text{(6)}$$

The slight discrepancies may be due to pores being obstructed at the interfaces of PIM-1 and PAF-1. In addition, slow mass transfer of N$_2$ into the pores of the composite films may result in a systematic error slightly underestimating the surface area values, as has been observed for other microporous materials.$^{28}$

The composite membrane containing 37.5 wt% PAF-1 (C-37.5) was found to have a surface area (BET) of 1639 m$^2$ g$^{-1}$, which represents a remarkable 2.4-fold increase over the BET surface area determined for a membrane made of PIM-1 only. Fitting experimental BET surface areas or total pore volumes of composites to rule of mixture equations allows in principle prediction of these properties for composites of any given composition (Fig. 2a and S5†).

Volumetric estimations of porosity ($\phi$) were determined based on the total pore volume (from N$_2$ adsorption at 77.4 K

---

$^\dagger$ We limited our high-pressure H$_2$ uptake experiments to this subset of materials in the interest of instrument time, as a complete analysis takes up to 10 days per sample.
and $p/p_0 = 0.97$) and on the skeletal density of the composites determined by helium pycnometry. The experimentally determined $\varphi$ values for a thin film made of PIM-1 ($\varphi_{\text{PIM-1}} = 37\%$) and for PAF-1 ($\varphi_{\text{PAF-1}} = 72\%$) are in good agreement with values calculated using data from the literature,$^{23a-29}$ and the composites have intermediate open volumes depending on the proportion of PAF-1 (Table 1). In order to obtain more detailed information on the pore size distributions of the materials, CO$_2$

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Sample</th>
<th>PAF-1 [wt%]</th>
<th>BET$_{\text{SA}}^a$ [m$^2$ g$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>TPV$^b$ [cm$^3$ g$^{-1}$]</th>
<th>Void fraction $\varphi$ [%]</th>
<th>Micropore index$^c$ [-]</th>
<th>$H_2$ uptake (0.1 MPa, 77.4 K) [wt%]</th>
<th>$H_2$ uptake$^d$ (10 MPa, 77.4 K) [kg m$^{-3}$]</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>C-0</td>
<td>0</td>
<td>681</td>
<td>0.48</td>
<td>37</td>
<td>1.11</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>2.60</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-7.5</td>
<td>7.5</td>
<td>873</td>
<td>0.58</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.80</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>955</td>
<td>0.64</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.92</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>4.20</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-22.5</td>
<td>22.5</td>
<td>1197</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>48</td>
<td>0.93</td>
<td>0.94</td>
<td>4.08</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1399</td>
<td>0.86</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1.15</td>
<td>4.79</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C-37.5</td>
<td>37.5</td>
<td>1639</td>
<td>0.97</td>
<td>55</td>
<td>0.84</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>9.18</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PAF-1</td>
<td>100</td>
<td>3787</td>
<td>2.03</td>
<td>72</td>
<td>0.42</td>
<td>1.43</td>
<td>9.18</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

$^a$ Determined from N$_2$ adsorption isotherms at 77.4 K. $^b$ Total pore volume determined by uptake at $p/p_0 = 0.97$ on N$_2$ isotherms at 77.4 K. $^c$ Calculated from total pore volumes and skeletal densities. $^d$ Ratio of the microporous surface area determined by NLDFT and the BET surface area, both obtained from CO$_2$ isotherms at 273 K. $^e$ Total uptakes.

Fig. 2 (a) BET surface area of PIM-1/PAF-1 composite films as a function of the weight percentage of PAF-1. Solid and dotted lines represent theoretical and experimental “rule of mixtures” (eqn (6)), respectively, and the fitting equation is given with standard errors; (b) micropore size distributions and cumulative pore volumes (inset) of PIM-1 (black, C-0), PAF-1 (red) and composites C-22.5 (green) and C-37.5 (blue), determined by NLDFT; (c) photos of 6 cm films (from left to right: C-0, C-7.5, C-22.5 and C-37.5) over the logo of the University of Bath to show transparency, and (d) corresponding SEM images. Scale bars: 2 $\mu$m.
adsorption experiments were performed at 273 K (Fig. S6†), which allows the diffusion rate issues encountered during N$_2$ adsorption analyses at 77.4 K to be circumvented. Pore size distributions estimated via NLDFT-based analysis of the CO$_2$ isotherms demonstrate the composites combine the ultra-microporosity of PIM-1 (0.35–0.8 nm region) with enhanced porosity between 1.2 and 1.7 nm owing to the large contribution of PAF-1 in that range (Fig. 2b and Table S1†). Importantly, the incorporation of PAF-1 appears to decrease the proportion of micropores in the composites, as suggested by the “micropore index” shown in Table 1, which compares micropore surface areas obtained by NLDFT relatively to BET surface areas.§ Thermogravimetric analyses performed on composite membranes revealed that the least thermally stable constituent is PAF-1, which shows a decomposition onset at 300 °C in air. PIM-1 is more stable, with a decomposition onset measured at 390 °C under the same conditions, and composite materials show decomposition patterns combining those of both constituents (Fig. S7†). This excellent thermal stability is important for hydrogen storage applications as the compression of hydrogen generates heat and storage tanks are required to sustain temperatures of up to 85 °C.²

We used scanning electron microscopy (SEM) to evaluate the dispersion of the PAF-1 particles in the PIM-1 matrix and assess the microstructure of the composites. Cross-sections of composites were imaged close to the upper edge so that the surface of the sample could be observed simultaneously (Fig. 2d). Imaged fragments were representative of the bulk samples as the distribution of particles was mostly uniform. As expected, there was a clear increase in the amount of particles observed on the surface of samples with increasing concentrations of PAF-1: at lower concentrations (7.5 wt%), conglomerated particles of PAF-1 appeared immersed in the PIM-1 matrix, whereas with concentrations of 22.5 wt% and 37.5 wt%, the structure exhibited granule-dominated character. In cross-sectional images, fiber-like structures were evident with PAF-1 concentrations up to 7.5 wt%, which can be related to the structure of PIM-1, whereas in films with higher additive content, PAF-1 particles dominate.

The mechanical properties of films containing up to 30 wt% PAF-1 were studied by means of uniaxial tensile testing and dynamic mechanical thermal analysis (DMTA) in tension at temperatures between –150 °C and 400 °C. The preparation of sufficiently large films containing 37.5 wt% PAF-1 was hindered due to their brittleness, which resulted in the films cracking during the evaporation process (Fig. 2c). The thickness of the films was between 40 and 80 μm, which is within the range identified previously to provide planar and defect-free thin films.¹⁵α Tensile testing revealed a decrease in average ultimate stress and strain with increasing PAF-1 concentration (Fig. 3a). Weighted trend lines (adjusted to the number of samples with a weighted least-squares regression method) plotted for both strain-concentration and stress-concentration curves indicate that for PAF-1 concentrations above 40 wt%, ultimate tensile stress and strain would fall to zero. This can be explained considering the lower density of PAF-1 compared to that of PIM-1 (Table S1†). As a result, the volumetric content of PAF-1 in composite C-37.5 (containing 37.5 wt% PAF-1) is 60%, hence the volumetric amount of PIM-1 is insufficient to support membrane-like and flexible behavior of the composite. This high volumetric content also explains structures observed in SEM images (Fig. 2d), where the film cast from composite C-37.5 is dominated by aggregated particles of PAF-1 filler. The decrease in ultimate stress and strain with increasing filler content indicates that the PAF-1 additive may act as a defect to initiate failure at a lower stress level. A decrease of Young’s modulus with PAF-1 content was also observed, but this drop was not as prominent since the elastic modulus of the composite is dominated by the continuous PIM-1 matrix. When comparing the stiffness of a film made of PIM-1 with no filler (C:0) and a film containing 30 wt% PAF-1 (C:30), the tensile Young’s modulus decreased by 20%, from 1.3 GPa to 1.0 GPa (Fig. S8†), which, considering the standard deviation of our measurements, is not a significant reduction.

A similar behavior was observed in the case of average tensile storage modulus obtained from DMTA, where only a 15% decrease was measured (Fig. 3b, inset). The shape of curves showing the evolution of storage modulus with temperature is independent of the amount of additive. The plots are almost perfectly linear, suggesting that no phase transitions take place until decomposition of the samples at approximately 300–350 °C. The loss moduli never exceed 50 MPa, leading to a low tan(δ) of less than 0.1, and indicating a low viscoelastic response of the composites (Fig. S9†), which exhibit mostly elastic behavior, in line with results obtained previously for pure PIM-1.¹⁵α,¹⁵γ The decomposition temperature of the composites determined with DMTA appears not to be influenced by the amount of additive.

Having demonstrated the promising stability, enhanced porosity and mechanical robustness of the composite membranes, we determined their hydrogen uptake capacities. At low pressure (up to 0.1 MPa at 77.4 K), the hydrogen uptake was found to increase with the amount of PAF-1 in the membrane. As the H$_2$ adsorption capacity is strongly correlated to the surface area of materials,¹¹ this result was expected. At 0.1 MPa and 77.4 K, the films made of PIM-1 alone were found to take up 0.78 wt% H$_2$, whereas the uptake of PAF-1 was 1.43 wt%. The low-pressure hydrogen uptake values of composite films (Fig. 4a and S10†) are equal or even slightly superior to the values expected based on the rule of mixtures, which suggests the creation of more favorable pore sizes and geometries in the composite membranes. As was the case for the BET surface area and total pore volume of the composites, their hydrogen uptake at 0.1 MPa can be predicted based on simple rule-of-mixtures calculations.

For realistic applications, uptake capacities need to be determined under high pressure conditions. We therefore determined the hydrogen uptakes of composites C-22.5 and C-37.5 at pressures up to 10.5 MPa. At 77.4 K, the maximum excess uptakes are attained at approximately 3 MPa, where their values

---

§ Comparing BET surface areas and NLDFT-determined areas may not appear rigorous from a formal point of view, but it proves useful here to detect a trend along the series of composites.
Fig. 3  (a) Ultimate tensile strength of PIM-1 composite films with PAF-1 amounts between 0 and 30 wt%, obtained with uniaxial tensile tests. Weighted trend lines are adjusted to the number of analysed samples. (b) Temperature-dependent storage moduli of composite films obtained with DMTA, and storage modulus of each composite averaged over the whole temperature range (inset).

Fig. 4  (a) Excess hydrogen uptakes (0.1 MPa, 77.4 K) for PIM-1/PAF-1 films as a function of the weight proportion of PAF-1 (average of three independent measurements). Solid and dotted lines represent theoretical and experimental “rule of mixtures”, respectively, and the fitting equation is given with standard errors; (b) excess hydrogen uptake for PIM-1 (C-0, black), PAF-1 powder (red), and composites C-22.5 (green) and C-37.5 (blue) at pressures up to 10 MPa. Filled and open symbols represent adsorption and desorption branches, respectively; (c) experimentally measured excess uptakes (symbols), fitted isotherms (solid lines), and calculated total hydrogen uptakes (dashed lines) of the same samples; (d) total volumetric hydrogen uptakes of the same samples at 77.4 K. The dash-dotted line shows the volumetric density of compressed hydrogen gas at 77.4 K.
are 1.9 and 2.2 wt% for composites C-22.5 and C-37.5, respectively. Under these conditions, the excess H\textsubscript{2} uptakes of pure PIM-1 (C-0) and PAF-1 are 1.5 and 5.2 wt% (Fig. 4b). All isotherms are fully reversible without hysteresis, as expected for the adsorption of H\textsubscript{2} on microporous materials, and the composites can undergo several charging/discharging cycles without loss of capacity (Fig. S11†). The H\textsubscript{2} adsorption isotherms were modelled using a methodology developed at the University of Bath, that assumes a two-phase system in the pores in which the density of adsorbate is constant.\textsuperscript{25} Fitting the excess uptake isotherm affords both the absolute adsorption and the total amount of hydrogen present in the material (comprising adsorbed hydrogen and hydrogen compressed at the centers of the pores). As in former studies,\textsuperscript{26} the Tóth equation\textsuperscript{26} was used to represent the filling fraction of the pores. The parameters obtained from the fitting of the adsorption isotherms are listed in Table S2,\textsuperscript{7} and the resulting fitted excess isotherms and calculated total uptakes are shown in Fig. 4c. Interestingly, the adsorbed phase densities obtained from the fitting procedure lie between 49 and 85 kg m\textsuperscript{-3}, which falls within the range of liquid hydrogen\textsuperscript{†} and even approaches the density of solid hydrogen\textsuperscript{30} in the case of composite C-22.5, which indicates a high degree of adsorbate ordering within the pores. The fitting procedure allows extrapolation of the theoretical maximal uptakes of the materials, which were found to reach 6.5 and 6.7 wt% for composites C-22.5 and C-37.5, whereas these maxima for PIM-1 (C-0) and PAF-1 were determined as 3.3 and 9.9 wt%, respectively. Within the experimental conditions accessible with our instrumentation, the total H\textsubscript{2} uptakes were found to reach 2.60 wt% (C-0), 4.08 wt% (C-22.5), 4.79 wt% (C-37.5), and 9.18 wt% (PAF-1) at 10 MPa (Fig. 4c). Therefore, composite C-37.5 was found to take up 84% more hydrogen than PIM-1 itself by mass (at 77.4 K and 10 MPa). Remarkably, the total gravimetric uptakes of composites C-22.5 and C-37.5 fall within 6% of what would have been expected based on rule-of-mixtures calculations, showing that hydrogen uptakes can be predicted based on the constitution of composites. The corresponding volumetric storage densities at 10 MPa are 20.1 g L\textsuperscript{-1} for C-0, 25.5 g L\textsuperscript{-1} for C-22.5, 27.0 g L\textsuperscript{-1} for C-37.5, and 31.5 g L\textsuperscript{-1} for PAF-1, which indicates that the composites possess a significantly enhanced volumetric storage density compared to PIM-1: a given volume of the best composite C-37.5 can take up 34% more H\textsubscript{2} in weight units than a similar volume of PIM-1, and is also 28% lighter. As shown in Fig. 4d, the volumetric storage density of C-37.5 is superior to that of compressed hydrogen below 7.5 MPa, where the total uptake is 4.3 wt% or 25.5 g L\textsuperscript{-1}. At higher pressure, the excess uptake exceeds saturation, which becomes detrimental to significantly increasing the total uptake. As a result, even if the calculated maximum uptake of 6.7 wt% could be reached, at the required pressure the volumetric capacity would be significantly inferior to that of the same volume filled with compressed hydrogen (See Fig. S12–S15† for similar analyses on other materials). An option to maximize the volumetric storage capacity would be to compress the materials in order to increase their packing density. For example, it has been demonstrated that mechanically compacting MOF-177 by a factor of two improves its excess volumetric hydrogen storage density by approximately 70% with only a minor decrease of the gravimetric uptake.\textsuperscript{31} However, a low bulk density is often a feature of high-surface area materials possessing significant microporous volumes, which limits their volumetric uptakes.\textsuperscript{32} Finally, the usable capacity (the difference between the maximum working pressure of a storage tank, and the minimum required delivery pressure) is a key parameter for technical applications.\textsuperscript{32} Using the model based on the Tóth equation, we calculated the usable capacities for the hypothetical case of a fuel cell requiring a minimum of 0.2 MPa connected to a storage tank filled to a maximum pressure of 5 MPa:||\textsuperscript{33} The isothermal unloading at 77.4 K of C-0 between 5 MPa and 0.2 MPa releases 1.06 wt% hydrogen (48% of its total uptake). Composites C-22.5 and C-37.5 release 2.02 and 2.33 wt% hydrogen under the same conditions, respectively (64 and 62% of their total uptakes) and PAF-1 releases 5.76 wt% H\textsubscript{2}, or 71% of its total uptake (see Table S3 and Fig. S16† for details). The advantage of using composites is clear, as the usable capacity of C-37.5 at 77.4 K is more than twice that of PIM-1 alone (C-0). Finally, it has to be noted that although these usable capacities are significantly lower than the total hydrogen uptakes of the materials, they can be significantly improved if the temperature of the storage tank is allowed to increase during the unloading process.

### Conclusions

We have shown how the porosity, hydrogen uptake and mechanical properties of a processable microporous polymer (PIM-1) can be tuned by addition of a highly porous filler (PAF-1). The surface area, total pore volume and hydrogen uptake of the composites were found to follow rule-of-mixtures trends. This observation constitutes a new and important design rule enabling the properties of a composite to be predetermined based on its constituents, and provides important guidelines for the future design of polymer-based porous composites in the broader context of gas storage and separation. The tensile mechanical properties of composites (ultimate stress and strain) were found to decrease with increasing PAF-1 content in the matrix, in contrast to the elastic properties, which were relatively unchanged. In practice, the preparation of self-standing samples with more than 20 wt% PAF-1 is difficult owing to the increased brittleness of the composites, and we are exploring alternative manufacturing methods to further increase the additive content while maintaining good mechanical properties. High-pressure hydrogen uptake experiments combined with theoretical modelling showed that the composites possess enhanced uptake capacities compared to

---


|| A hypothetical tank pressure of 5 MPa was chosen in our example as this pressure falls in the regime where the volumetric density of stored hydrogen is higher than that of compressed hydrogen for all investigated composites. A required back pressure of 0.2 MPa is typical for fuel cells (see ref. 5).
PIM-1 alone, and can theoretically reach the 2025 US Department of Energy target in terms of gravimetric hydrogen storage capacity. Currently, the volumetric storage capacity is superior to that of compressed hydrogen at pressures up to 7.5 MPa, and the reported composites possess slightly lower uptake values compared to those of the best performing MOFs or porous carbons. However, they possess the significant benefits of being lightweight, air-, moisture- and thermally-stable, and can be readily processed into thin films and coatings. Progress towards further increasing capacity and overcoming the need for cryogenic temperatures to achieve significant uptake is being pursued in our laboratories by increasing the binding energy of hydrogen to microporous surfaces, for example using chemically modified MOFs or PAFs as additives, while maintaining adequate porosity and processability. The PIM-1/PAF-1 combination demonstrated here represents an important step towards the development of processable composite materials able to store significant amounts of hydrogen. In particular, the light weight and good thermal and mechanical stability of these composites make them promising for applications such as portable fuel cells or lightweight mobile storage.
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